
EXT. PAPA HEADQUARTERS - DAY 

White clouds float across a blue sky. 

Insert: Pittsburgh, 1998

The jangling sounds of a pinball machine. The sounds fade. 

A hand squirts mustard onto a burnt burger. The yellow over 
black glistens for a moment before the sesame seed bun 
smooshes the colors out of sight. 

LANA (20s), very pregnant, holds onto the burger. 

LANA
I just don’t get it. You’re not 
doing anything besides hitting a 
ball up and down. 

She takes a bite of the burger. Mustard squirts out from 
under the bun and drops onto her pregnant belly. 

LANA (CONT’D)
Of course.

She hands her burger to KEITH (20s) a man who continues to 
wear Dungeons and Dragons shirts despite his age. 

KEITH
It’s so much more than that, Lana. 
Pinball is the perfect marriage of 
luck and skill. 

She licks her finger and attempts to wipe the stain. It 
doesn’t budge. A yellow smear on a lime green moo-moo. 

LANA
Are you about ready to go? 

KEITH
But we just got here. 

The sound a flipper slamming a pinball. 

LANA
Whoa. Baby’s kicking. Want to feel? 

KEITH
You know I hate the feel of the 
fetus under your skin. It reminds 
me too much of an alien. 

The sound of another flipper popping the pinball. 



Lana holds her stomach. 

LANA
Fine. Okay Keith, that’s just fine. 

Lana snatches the burger from Keith’s hands. 

LANA (CONT’D)
Why don’t I just leave you here to 
play your pinball and I will just 
take this, this alien somewhere 
else. 

The ringing of a jackpot. 

KEITH
You’re over dramatizing things, 
Lana. 

The pop of a replay. 

LANA
You’re right, Keith. What am I 
thinking? Here I am, engaged to be 
married to a Pinball Wizard 

The sound of the jackpots racking up. 

LANA (CONT’D)
Carrying the child of a Pinball 
Wizard, and I’m getting upset 
because that Pinball Wizard likes 
to play pinball more than pay 
attention to me. 

Jingle, jingle, bang. 

THREE PINBALL ENTHUSIASTS (30s) gawk at the couple, kielbasas 
in hand. 

KEITH
Enough with the wizard stuff. 
You’re making a scene. 

Jackpot, jackpot, jackpot. 

LANA
I’m making a scene? Well I hope you 
know that this baby is never going 
to play pinball with you and 
neither am I. 

The deafening buzz of a tilt. 
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Lana grabs her belly. 

LANA (CONT’D)
Ahhh

She falls to the ground clutching her stomach. 

LANA (CONT’D)
The baby!

The burnt hamburger rests atop the gravel as Lana’s scream 
roars in the background. 

INT. PITTSBURGH CLASSROOM - DAY 

INSERT: Pittsburgh, 2012

MS. LEBOWITZ (40s) grey haired and stern, drags a nub of 
chalk across the chalk board. 

MS. LEBOWITZ
And so, my little lamb chops, today 
concludes our summer session in Pre-
Algebra. 

The windows to the classroom are cracked to let in the summer 
breeze. 

The rows of wooden desks are mostly empty. Only a FEW 
STUDENTS occupy them. 

MS. LEBOWITZ (CONT’D)
Just one more problem, and you’re 
free to bask in the summer sun. 

JOEY (13), small for his age, draws circles listlessly in his 
notebook. 

With each circle, the faint sound of a pinball machine’s 
bells rings out. 

MS. LEBOWITZ (O.C.) (CONT’D)
Just don’t forget your sunscreen, 
alright? 

Ms. Lebowitz drops her chalk. It rolls across the slightly 
slanted floor. 

Joey stops it with his foot. 

The light tap of a pinball on a bumper. 
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MS. LEBOWITZ (CONT’D)
Oh forget about it. Class 
dismissed. Go have some fun. 

The ring of a jackpot. 

EXT. JOEY’S STREET - DAY 

Joey walks down a cobble stone street passed a series of red 
brick row houses. 

He kicks a rock in front of him. 

A car honks at him to get out of the road. He jumps out of 
its way as it barrels by. 

A lawn chair sits in an empty parking space. Joey picks it up 
and throws it. As he does this a car slams on its breaks and 
slides into the space. 

Joey waves at the GRATEFUL PARKER and jams his keys into his 
front door. 

INT. JOEY’S HOUSE - DAY 

Joey peers into the front door. 

Lana is sprawled in front of a blaring television set. Her 
hand rests inside of a bowl of potato chips. 

JOEY 
Somebody took Danny’s spot. 

LANA
I’m going to kill whoever keeps 
moving our chair. 

Joey moves towards the stairs. 

LANA (CONT’D)
You all done with summer school 
now? 

He keeps moving. 

JOEY
Yep. 

LANA
Why don’t you come in here a minute 
and talk to your mom.  
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Joey stops. His shoulders sag. He turns around and falls onto 
the couch with Lana, backpack still attached to his back. 

Lana offers him her chip bowl. 

LANA (CONT’D)
How would you like to do a little 
something to celebrate your 
finishing school? 

JOEY
Yeah? 

LANA
Anything you want to do. 

JOEY
Really? 

LANA
Sure baby. 

Joey whips off his backpack and unzips it, digging a flyer 
out from the bottom. 

JOEY
How about this? 

He shoves the flyer into Lana’s face. Lana’s eyes widen. 

LANA
I was actually thinking something 
more along the lines of Beto’s. 

The front door swings open. DANNY (40s), beer-bellied and 
loud, storms into the living room. 

DANNY 
Who took my spot? 

Joey swipes the flyer from Lana’s hands and crumples it into 
his backpack. 

LANA
I don’t know, sweetie, but I was 
just telling Joey we should all go 
out for a little pizza. 

JOEY
I’m not hungry. You guys go. 

He picks up his backpack and runs out of the room, narrowly 
missing Danny. 
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DANNY
Why’s he always gotta be such a 
weirdo? 

EXT. PITTSBURGH SKYLINE - DAY 

The sun rises against the Pittsburgh skyline. The Duquesne 
Incline sinks into the city. 

Cars zip along W. Carson St.  

Joey darts along the sidewalk, stopping and checking over his 
shoulder as he moves. 

He stops. 

The G2 Port Authority Bus pulls up, swallowing Joey. 

The bus starts back up. 

Joey is gone. 

INT. PORT AUTHORITY BUS - DAY

Joey slips into an available seat. 

A FAT GREASY MAN (40s) holds on to the handle bars. He eyes 
Joey. 

JOEY
Where you going, kid?

Joey averts his eyes and peers into his backpack. He pulls 
out an orange flyer. The poster font exclaims: PAPA 15. 

INT. PORT AUTHORITY BUS - DAY 

Joey folds up his orange paper. 

The bus stops. 

There is no one else on the bus. 

Joey looks out the window. To his left there is only derelict 
building that once served as a bar. 

He bites his lip. 

He hesitates before ambling up the aisle. 

He stops and looks at the BUS DRIVER. 
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The driver raises his eyes at Joey. 

JOEY
Thank you. 

Joey half waves his hand. 

EXT. CARNEGIE, PA - DAY 

Joey pulls a notebook out of his backpack.  

Among the doodles, directions are scratched down. 

Joey walks along the dusty sidewalk. 

A car whizzes by with a Canada license plate. 

Then another. New Mexico. 

And another. Florida. 

Joey chases after the cars. 

EXT. PAPA HEADQUARTERS - DAY 

Joey is dwarfed by the aluminum sided warehouse. 

He steps up the door. He brings his hand to the handle, takes 
a deep breath, and opens the door. 

INT. PAPA HEADQUARTERS - DAY 

The overwhelming jingle of pinball machines fills the air. 

Every inch of wall space is covered by machines. 

On one side, A MAN WITH A CURLY MULLET is hunched over a 
machine, twisting and turning as he navigates the ball. 

Next to him a LITTLE BOY WONDER stands on a stool, banging 
the flippers. 

On the other side ROWS OF PLAYERS slam the vintage machines. 

PLAYERS cruise by their competition, neon orange token cups 
in hand. 

A DUDE sucks down a big gulp. Joey watches in wonder as he 
slurps up the last sips. 
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DESK LADY (O.S.)
Registration?  

Joey jumps to attention. He notices the DESK LADY, 40s with a 
blonde poof of an updo. 

JOEY
Me? 

DESK LADY
If you don’t have your number, 
gimme your last name. 

JOEY
I don’t have one. 

The Desk Lady pulls her glasses from the top of her head and 
brings them to the bridge of her nose, taking a good look at 
Joey. 

DESK LADY
You don’t have a last name? 

JOEY
No. I don’t have a number. I didn’t 
register. 

The Desk Lady scribbles something down. 

JOEY (CONT’D)
Does that mean I can’t play? 

DESK LADY
That just means you have to pay. 
Here. 

She give shim the slip of paper. 

DESK LADY (CONT’D)
Ten to qualify. Choose your 
division. 

Joey looks to the mullet, then back to the big gulp before 
smiling real wide. 

INT. PAPA HEADQUARTERS - DAY 

Keith is older and his Dungeons and Dragons t-shirt is well 
worn with traces of food stains. But that doesn’t stop him 
from wearing it. 

He pops his hand against a Theatre of Magic Machine. 
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Three POCK-MARKED TEENS watch his every ball hit. 

KEITH
You will find that Pinball is the 
perfect marriage of luck and skill. 

Their eyes dart from side to side as the ball slides up the 
ramp and into the trapdoor. 

KEITH (CONT’D)
You have to learn her quirks if 
you’re going to master her. 

The teens emit sounds of understanding. 

KEITH (CONT’D)
But once you get her to love you, 
you’ll have a better relationship 
with her than with any woman. 
Remember that, boys. 

One of the teens laughs. 

KEITH (CONT’D)
I’m serious.  

A CAMERA MAN runs by. 

He notices Keith. He scurries to his side. 

CAMERA MAN 
Some kid’s about to beat your 
score? 

KEITH
Which one? 

CAMERA MAN
All of ‘em.

INT. PAPA HEADQUARTERS - DAY 

A ball soars through the Medieval Madness castle. 

TWO TROLLS jump up underneath the glass. The ball smacks one 
in the head. 

Joey clutches the machine. Droplets of sweat drip down his 
forehead. 

Above him, a screen offers an aerial view of his game of 
pinball. 
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A CROWD forms around the red rope that separates the 
tournament machines from the rest of the arcade. 

With every pop of the ball, the crowd gasps. 

Keith pushes his way through the masses of people. His head 
moves from left to right, watching the ball on the screen. 

The jingle and jangling rings with each hit of the ball. 

Finally, the ball falls down the middle. 

Joey holds down his head. 

The crowd cheers. 

He turns around. 

Keith is the first one he sees. Keith holds out his hand. 

KEITH
Keith Miller, pinball master. 
That’s a very impressive show you 
put on. How long have you been 
playing? 

JOEY
This is my first time. 

Keith’s face crumples in confusion. 

KEITH
You look like someone. 

JOEY
So do you. 

Keith tilts his head to the side. 

KEITH
You want me to buy you a burger? 

JOEY
Okay. 

Jackpot. 
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